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ABSTRACT 

‘’Half of the Indian populations too are women. Women have always been discriminated against 

and have suffered and are suffering discrimination in silence. Self sacrifice and self denial are 

their nobility and fortitude and equities indignities, inequality and discrimination.’’ 

-JUSTICE K.RAMA SWAMY
2
 

Human evolution has always been a debatable topic but men and women being a part of it are 

doubtless. Both are born and made but it’s not the biological trait that makes the difference it’s 

the perception of the society that makes the difference. In almost all societies, women are 

fighting against their fundamental rights of equality and justice. In India by virtue of our long 

inherited women is worshipped and given the status of god and on the other hand, she is 

victimized by the norms of this male-dominated societies.  

RESEARCH METHOLOGY 

 RELEVANCE OF THE TOPIC  

 Gender justice focuses on the worth of every human being and is concerned with the distribution 

of power and resources. In an economy, there is a need to focus on other functions apart from 

production and distribution. And opt for a distributional synergy as a guiding economic 

development policies and value judgments. 

OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH  

The objective of this research is to showcase the importance of the Human rights of each and 

every individual irrespective of its gender. Certain provisions have been framed in this context 

and this research showcases on whether these provisions have a general acceptability or not and 

whether they are protecting any individual from any inequality suffering. 
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RESEARCH QUESTION 

How we will eliminate the Gender Inequality? 

LIMITATIONS OF RESEARCH  

The research is based on secondary data and thus lacks originality. Certain facts and theories in 

the research can be contradictory. 

 INTRODUCTION 

Traditionally, An Indian girl had four-fold status-role sequences. These were her role as a girl, 

wife, homemaker, and mother. 

The woman, whose standing and role historically were well outlined and virtually fastened 

within the society, is currently experiencing sweeping changes. 

One of the main issues of Indian society is that the inferior position accorded to ladies. They 

don't get equal standing and their condition is much away from satisfactory. Women command 

status and position in an earlier period and with time her standing gets deteriorated. Women’s 

position within the family much depends upon the amount of their education. Higher the amount 

of her education, larger equality she enjoys within the family. 

It seems that Indian lady continues to be not treated at par with the man in social and family life. 

The educated ladies even nowadays although earning, are in acquiescence with the school of 

thought of the male domination. The education could have created them economically freelance; 

however, they still lack the required sureness.
3
 

The reason appears to be that they need to be been stated below the previous cultural atmosphere 

and that they haven't been able to shake off its influence even once the acquisition of 

contemporary education. 

However, in our times, her role has modified. Society has started recognizing her contribution. 

There’s would like for complete equality among men and ladies. She has all the rights to 

command equal standing with men. 

PRE- INDEPENDENCE SENERIO OF INDIA 

It is always said that women enjoyed a position that is equal to men in The Vedic period as well 

as in The Epic period nevertheless Women are the focal point of the two classical epics, 

Mahabharata and Ramayana. Sita in the Ramayana and Draupadi in the Mahabharata are the 

cause for the wars which occur at the final phase of these epics. But it’s after the beginning of 
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The Buddhist period when the condition and status of women started to decline. Several 

irrational practices like the practice of child marriage and denying right to freedom, right to mate 

selection, right to participate in the religious discourses etc.
4
  were imposed on women. By 

reaching the medieval period the situation was worsened as women had become a common 

victim of female infanticide, child marriage, purdah Jauhar, sati and slavery. The birth of a 

daughter was considered bad luck. Giving freedom to women was thought of as the predecessors 

of doom. Women were largely uneducated and remained confined to their homes. Though as 

said, “The world has enough good to counter bad” and this dictum was proven true by few 

saviors’ like Raja Ram Mohan Roy and Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, left no stone unturned to let 

women have the freedom of remarriage and that’s how The Hindu Widow Remarriage Act was 

passed in 1856 and likewise few legislations relating to matters of marriage, adoption and 

inheritance of women were also enacted in order to save women from various mal practices like 

the first legislation to stop child marriage came in 1860 and after several amendments it’s The 

Hindu Marriage Act 1955 which puts the minimum age to marry for a bride to be 18 and for the 

groom to be 21 likewise there is Hindu Law of Inheritance, 1929, the Hindu Marriage Disability 

Removal Act,1946,  the Hindu Women Right of Property Act, 1937,  the Special Marriage 

Act,1954,  the Hindu Marriage Act,1955,  the Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961 and many more.
5
  

 GENDER INEQUALITY 

‘Gender’ could be a socio-cultural term referring socially outlined roles and behaviors assigned 

to ‘males’ and ‘females’ during a given society; whereas, the term ‘sex’ could be a biological 

and physiological development that defines man and girl. In its social, historical and cultural 

aspects, gender could be a operate of the power relationship between men ladies and girls 

wherever men square measure thought-about superior to women.
6
 Therefore, gender could also 

be understood as an unreal idea, whereas ‘sex’ is natural or biological characteristics of people at 

large. 

Gender difference, in easy words, could also be outlined as discrimination against girls supported 

their sex. Girls square measure historically thought-about by the society as the weaker sex. She 

has been accorded a subordinate position to men. She is exploited, degraded, profaned and 

discriminated each in our homes and in outside world. This peculiar variety of discrimination 

against girls is prevailing all over within the world and a lot of therefore in Indian society.
7
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GENDER INEQUALITY IN VARIOUS RELIGIONS 

The root explanation for the gender difference in Indian society lies in its social system. Per the 

renowned sociologists Sylvia Walby, the social system is “a system of social organization and 

practices during which men dominate, oppress and exploit women”. Women’s exploitation is 

Associate in nursing age recent cultural development of Indian society. The system of social 

system finds its validity and sanction in our non-secular beliefs, whether or not it's Hindu, 

Muslim or the other faith. 

For instance, as per ancient Hindu lawgiver Manu: “Women square measure alleged to be within 

the custody of their father once they square measure kids, they have to be underneath the custody 

of their husband once married and underneath the custody of her son in maturity or as widows. In 

no circumstances, she ought to be allowed to claim herself independently”. 

The higher than the represented position of ladies as per Manu continues to be the case in gift 

modern-day social organization. Blackball few exceptions here and there, ladies don't have any 

power to require freelance choices either within their homes or in outside world. 

In Muslims conjointly matters is same and there too sanction for discrimination or subordination 

is provided by non-secular texts and Moslem traditions. Equally in alternative non-secular beliefs 

conjointly ladies square measure being discriminated against in a method or alternative.
8
 

CAUSES OF GENDER INEQUALITY 

The unfortunate a part of gender difference in our society is that the ladies too, though, continued 

socio-cultural acquisition, have accepted their subordinate position to men. And that they are part 

and parcel of the same paternal system. 

Extreme impoverishment and lack of education are a number of the explanations for women’s 

status in society. Impoverishment and lack of education derive enumerable ladies to figure in low 

paying domestic service, organized whoredom or as migrant laborers. Ladies aren't solely 

obtaining unequal purchase equal or a lot of work however conjointly they square measure 

they're being offered solely low talent jobs that lower wages are paid. This has become a serious 

variety of difference on the premise of gender. 

Educating lady kid continues to be seen as a nasty investment as a result of she is sure to hook up 

with and leave her paternal home at some point. Thus, while not having sensible education ladies 

square measure found lacking in gift day’s tightened job skills; whereas, every year’s high 

school and 10+2 normal results show that ladies square measure continuously doing higher than 
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boys. This shows that oldsters aren't disbursement abundant once 10+2 normal on lady kid and 

that’s why they lack in the job market. 

Not solely in education, just in case of family food habits, it's the male kid son youngster child 

teenager. UN agency gets all the nutritive and choicest foods whereas the lady child gets no 

matter are left behind once the male members have taken their meals or the food that is low in 

each quality and nutrition. And this becomes a serious health issue in her later years. One 

amongst the most reasons for the high incidences of adverse births and anemia in ladies is that 

the poor quality of food that a lady continuously gets either in her paternal home or in her in-

laws as is also the excessive work that they're created in grips from their babyhood. 

So the difference or discrimination against ladies is at numerous levels within the society, either 

in the home or outside the home.
9
 

DECLINING GENDER RATIO 

 The Asian nation progressive on numerous dimensions, there's a declining trend of sex 

magnitude relation. There causes contributive to the current declining sex magnitude relation: 

 Females square measure underneath enumerated within the Indian census. 

 Indian families like sons, and feminine infant’s square measure consequently neglected. 

 Frequent associate degreed excessive child-bearing have an adverse result on the health 

of girls. 

 Certain diseases have a high incidence in the girl. 

All these indicate the worsening condition of girls as an entire. Its social manifestations are also 

seen within the increasing incidence of dower and therefore the declining position of girls thanks 

to the erosion of their economic and social roles. The method of development itself has generated 

changes, which have widened and magnified socio-economic inequalities, in general, and 

between men and girls particularly. 

LEGAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL SAFEGUARDS AGAINST GENDER INEQUALITY 

Indian Constitution provides for positive efforts to eliminate gender inequality; the Preamble to 

the Constitution talks concerning goals of achieving social, economic and political justice to 

everybody and to supply equality of standing and of the chance to all or any it’s voters. Further, 

ladies have equal right to pick out our form of government. Article fifteen of the Constitution 

provides for prohibition of discrimination on grounds of sex additionally with the exception of 

alternative grounds like faith, race, caste or place of birth. Article 15(3) authorizes the take in to 

create any special provision for ladies and kids. Moreover, the Directive Principles of State 
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Policy additionally provides numerous provisions that area unit for the good thing about ladies 

and provides safeguards against discrimination. 

Other than these Constitutional safeguards, numerous protecting Legislations have additionally 

been gone by the Parliament to eliminate exploitation of ladies and to offer them equal standing 

in society. as an example, the Sati (Prevention) Act, 1987 was enacted to get rid of and build 

punishable the inhuman custom of Sati; the gift Prohibition Act, 1961 to eliminate the observe of 

dowry; the Special wedding Act, 1954 to offer rightful standing to married couples World Health 

Organization marry inter-caste or inter-religion; Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation 

and interference of Misuse) Bill (introduced in Parliament in 1991, passed in 1994 to prevent 

feminine infanticide and lots of a lot of such Acts. what is more, the Parliament time to time 

brings out amendments to existing laws so as to offer protection to ladies in keeping with the 

dynamical wants of the society, as an example, Section 304-B was supplementary to the Indian 

legal code, 1860 to create dowry-death or bride-burning a particular offence punishable with 

most penalization of immurement.
10

 

So their area unit varied legislative safeguards and protection mechanisms for ladies however the 

bottom really is incredibly completely different. Despite of these provisions ladies area unit still 

being treated as mediocre voters in our country; men area unit treating them as Associate in 

Nursing object to meet their carnal desires; crimes against ladies area unit at dire stage; the 

observe of gift continues to be wide prevalent; feminine infanticide may be a norm in our homes. 

HOW WE WILL ELIMINATE GENDER INEQUALITY? 

The list of legislation likewise as varieties of discriminations or inequalities could prolong 

however the modification can solely come back once the mentality of men can change; once the 

male species of kinsmen would begin treating ladies as equal and not subordinate or weaker to 

them. indeed not solely men however ladies additionally have to be compelled to modification 

their outlook as through cultural acquisition they need additionally become a part of a similar 

exploitive system of structure and area unit enjoying an auxiliary role in furthering men’s agenda 

of dominating ladies. 

Therefore, what's required is that the movement for Women’s authorization wherever ladies will 

become economically freelance and self-reliant; wherever they'll fight their own fears and 

withdraw within the world fearlessly; wherever they'll snatch their rights from the clutches of 

men and that they don’t have to be compelled to invite them; wherever ladies have sensible 

education, sensible career, possession of property and particularly wherever they need freedom 
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of selection and additionally the liberty to create their own selections while not the bondages 

getting on recent speech of Manu.
11

 

Let’s hope and need that our participative democracy, in times to come back, and with the efforts 

of each ladies and men, would be ready to found solutions to the matter of gender difference and 

would take North American country all towards our cherished dream of a very trendy society in 

each thought and action. 

CONCLUSION 

 The acceptance by educated women of an insulting institution like dowry indicates that our 

womenfolk have never examined the real meaning of the constitutional and legal guarantees. 

Though some exemplary measures have been taken but the bowl of Gender Injustice is very wide 

which can only be cured or prevented by some tough measures against the people who provoke 

it. 
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